*FINAL REVIEWS THIS WEEK*

Winter 2021 Final Reviews are happening this week. If you're curious about what your fellow students have been up to this term, check out some of the public reviews and hear feedback from expert practitioners around the world. All the pertinent details are available at the link below, or in the Events section on the SAPL homepage (sapl.ucalgary.ca)

Review Details→

MONEY, MONEY, MONEY

LID - DIALOG-FERGUSON PROJECT | TWO GAT POSITIONS

SAPL students with a passion for digital design and robotics, the LID (Laboratory for Integrative Design) is hiring two positions for a summer project (possible extensions) with industry partner Dialog. Visit the link for more details.

Learn More→
LID - MEDIATED DRAWINGS PROJECT | ONE GAT POSITION
The LID seeks a Research Assistant for the conceptualization, image curation and database creation for the machine learning-based drawing installation. The successful candidate will create and curate a text and image database to train a neural network. Visit the link for more information including application details.
Learn More→

APRIL 30 | PATRICK ADAMS SCHOLARSHIP FOR INCOMING SAPL STUDENTS
Attention SAPL students - if you or someone you know will be starting the first year of graduate studies (MArch, MPlan, MLA) in September, you may be eligible for a $4000 scholarship. The award was created by SAPL/EVDS alumni in honour of one of our graduates: Patrick Adams.
Learn More→

MAY 1 | PROGRAM RECOMMENDED AWARDS
Don't forget - the Program Recommended Awards application is due by May 1st. Visit the website or click the link below.
Apply Now→

CONGRATULATIONS

ALEXANDER MAYHEW + HASKAYNE TEAM | 2021 NAIOP BATTLE OF THE PRAIRIES WINNER
Congratulations to Alexander Mayhew (MArch'21) and his team of 5 MBA students from the Haskayne School for winning the Graeme Young Golden Shovel award in the 2021 NAIOP Battle of the Prairies - a major real estate industry sponsored competition. Congratulations!
Learn More→

NOOSHIN ESMAEILI | GRADUATE STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP WINNER
Congratulations to Nooshin Esmaeili (MArch’12, MEDes’22) for being one of 8 inaugural Graduate Student Scholarship Winners for the ARCC 2021 Conference: Performative Environments. Students were given a full scholarship to attend the conference from April 7-10, 2021. Her thesis supervisor is Dr. Brian Sinclair.
Learn More→
MATT WALKER | SIMAUD PRESENTATION
Congratulations to Matt Walker (MArch'21) who presented "Balancing Design and Performance: Multi-objective optimization for the generation of high performance façade panels for retrofitting" with Dr. Alicia Nahmad Vazquez at SimAUD on April 17.

Learn More →

EVENTS & OPPORTUNITIES

TINY FRAMES AUCTION | APRIL 30
The Tiny Frames annual student art auction ends on April 30. Fifty percent of profits will go to local partner, Alpha House - a charitable organization that provides a safe environment for those whose lives are affected by alcohol and other drug dependencies. Tell your friends and family and bid generously!

Take a look →

ULTRA 6 EDITORS | APRIL 25
Ultra has put out a call for next year's editorial team. Student teams from all disciplines are eligible as long as they are entering their final year of study in September. Visit the link for more details or to apply.

Learn More →
APRIL 29 AT 12:00PM MDT | YES LIVE!
The most anticipated event of 2021, the Year End Show (YES) will take place on April 29! The committee has been hard at work to create a memorable experience for all. You don't want to miss it.

Register now→

APRIL 29 | ALUMNI LEGACY DESIGN COMPETITION (ALDC)
Members of the MArch'20 graduating class have announced an exciting design competition for MArch, MPlan, MLA and MEDes students as well as qualifying ARST Minor students. The design prompt will be released on April 29. Follow @aldc_yyc on insta for competition updates.

Register now→